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BrainCake.org
B After significant redesign and

expansion, GMSP re-launched
BrainCake.org in February 2007
– on Valentine’s Day.

New key components of the
site include:

A new interior look
Can you dream in math and
science? GMSP research,
conducted by MARC USA,
suggests that the key to unlocking
girls’ potential in math and
science is giving them a personal
connection to those subjects,
through which they feel free to
explore their interests in a safe,
nonjudgmental environment.
BrainCake.org became a
“virtual notebook” for realizing
those dreams.

rainCake.org is a unique online sisterhood
of girls ages 11–17, designed to let them
“dream in math and science.” The site features
programs, scholarships, virtual mentoring,
girl blogs, homework help, research and
resources in a framework that integrates pop
culture, science, and learning. BrainCake.org
represents the portal into GMSP: it highlights
our in-person programming and offers a huge
wealth of additional resources. BrainCake.org
receives more than 2.1 million hits per year
and is viewed by audiences on every
habitable continent.

Science is...
a good challenge.

so easy it’s a crime.

difficult.

Girls in GMSP programs say:

{60%} {38%} {2%}
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The notebook doodling,
combined with the ability for
users to customize the site to
their desktops with their own
user icons, makes BrainCake.org
a personal site, through which
girls can adopt their own unique
identities as future scientists.
The cutting edge graphics and
flash animation complement
the scientific content on the
site, making it relevant to
today’s girls.

A space for “us”
We needed a space to tell
our corporate story on
BrainCake.org. “Who We Are”

posts our mission, the
latest gender equity research,
press releases, and details
of how to get involved in
our organization.

A new audience base
BrainCake grew from 70 to 123
pages when we launched the
updated site. Traffic skyrocketed
to four times the previous
volume. Since the re-launch,
we’ve added another 32 pages of
material on BrainCake.org and
on two new ancillary websites

for The Girl Solution
and GirlTalk Radio.
BrainCake.org averages more
than 11,000 individual visitors
each month. BrainCake.org’s
audience base has also expand-
ed to reach older people — that
is, people over the age of 17.
Giving parents, teachers, and
mentors increased access and
their own pages has helped us
promote systemic change. >>>
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58% of girls see themselves
as the most computer-savvy members
of their households.
(The Net Effect, Girls and the New Media, February, 2002)

Debuting on Valentine’s Day
2007, the new design of
BrainCake.org added 53
new pages of content, more
functionality, and a new,
teen-savvy design.



A perfect
match
After adding a
Google-based
search engine, users
are now able to search
programs and match their
needs. Now girls can specify an
area of interest — engineering,
architecture, biology — and be
matched with a mentor. Girls
can read about, listen to (via
podcast), and write to mentors
who can answer their questions
about the science profession.

In addition, the “Happening”
section is searchable for
parents and teens. Simple
parameters such as age, subject
matter (math, chemistry, etc.),
and geographic location make it
easy to choose the science and
technology program tailored to
individual girls.

Authentic voices
As BrainCake.org’s capacity
expands, we want girls’ thoughts,
interests, priorities, and voices to
inform that change as much as
possible. The girls’ blogs on the
“Science of Snowflakes” or the
green energy movement give the
site authenticity and credibility.

During the site redesign, girls
reviewed drawings of the
proposed changes and gave
us focused comments on
what direction it needed to
take — from visuals to content
to functionality. ™
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❋
engaging girls 101:

T H E B L I S S N O T E

Don’t miss the pop-up Bliss Notes,
emphasizing the science of everyday
life. Designer Bliss Alexander took
drawings of each page and
added pop-up sketches that
communicate the science
behind rock concerts,

secret lipstick spy
cameras, and more.

Online
impact

Number of internet
“hits” at BrainCake.org,

by quarter:
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The site received 2.1
million hits in 2007

The average number of
individual visitors per month is

11,000

There are 155 pages
of content — and growing

The site has been viewed on 6
continents — that’s every
habitable one

More than 5,000
users are currently registered
at BrainCake.org
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Who is
Emily Sturman?

The newest member of the GMSP team is Emily,
holding down the fort as the brains behind
BrainCake.org. Designing, writing, and operating
a virtual community of thousands, Emily knows all
kinds of current science -— from why transparent
skin on frogs eliminates the need for dissection, to
how to make an iPod charger from an Altoids™ tin.
A philosophy major in college and a graduate of the
Heinz School of Public Policy and Management at
Carnegie Mellon University, she leads our advocacy
campaigns and outreach programs, finding ways to
connect girls, parents, and teachers to the ideals we
hold so dear: getting more girls involved in
science. She was an editor for CMU professor Dr.
Linda Babcock’s new book on negotiation skills for
women, served as editor-in-chief of the Heinz School
Review while in grad school, and belts out cantatas
in her spare time with the Bach Choir of Pittsburgh.
Her husband, David, is an M.D./Ph.D. student at the
University of Pittsburgh.
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